Kappa Sigma wins IM frisbee for eighth year

By Janice Marchlewsky

Kappa Sigma defeated Phi Delta Theta, 10-6, in the A-league ultimate frisbee finals, marking the eighth consecutive year that Kappa Sig won the A-league title.

The teams played a close contest through the first 20 minutes, the score tied 4-4 at the half. Kappa Sig took command in the second half, however, outplaying PDT to win easily.

The first score of the game characterized the play: PDT mistakes resulted in a Kappa Sig score within the first minute.

A succession of mistakes and missed scoring opportunities for both teams ensued during the next five minutes. PDT missed three times in the end zone, but the biggest blunder came when a Kappa Sig player threw the frisbee to the keeper, causing the score to stand 4-4.

Despite some careless plays, Kappa Sig managed to score again two minutes later. Freshman Darell Haberdashy, playing another fine game, stole the frisbee to keep the score going.

A second half looked like more of the same, as both teams continued to play carelessly, missing throws repeatedly. Kappa Sig's team seemed to be almost alone on the field at times, however, outscoring the PDT defense to score on a strong drive two minutes into the half.

A Kappa Sig defender again tipped a PDT pass to another Kappa Sig player, leading to a tie score. Kappa Sig finally decided that it was time to get down to serious business. Captain Keith Daly '85 provided the motivation, getting support from the teams' four other seniors: Richard Corkran, Ray Janis, Kevin Mount and Mark Schluter.

The game was basically over for PDT, from this point. The cross-river rivals were simply not able to keep up with Kappa Sig's offensive attack. Chris Conover and Eric Park '87 turned in fine performances for PDT, but they could not stop the renewed drive of Kappa Sig's team effort.

Kappa Sig scored twice to take the score to 7-5. A last-ditch effort by PDT resulted in their final point.
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Five MIT athletes receive awards at Institute Awards Convocation

By Martin Dickson

Track star Patrice Parris '85 was one of five athletes honored at the Awards Convocation held May 8. Ron Smith '85, Lori Peterson '85, Lisa Shields '85, and Mike Ambrogio '85 also received awards at the convocation.

Parris won the 35-lb weight throw at the NCAA Division III Indoor Track and Field Championships and finished fourth at the NCAA Division III Championships in December. For his efforts, Parris was awarded The Class of 1948 Athletics Award as MIT's top male athlete.

Shields not only was women's tennis team captain and most valuable player, but she compiled a 4.5 grade-point-average in electrical engineering and physics.
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